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Teacher NotesGrade level(s): 5–8

Time: One 50–60 min lesson OR two 45 min lessons (if doing optional extensions)

Materials:
● Interactive google slides with links to animal videos and google sheets
● Students need notebook/computer to record observations and questions
● If teaching in person, we recommend printing copies of the Elephant Ethogram template for 

your students to collect data on. Or, have students print a copy for themselves or have the tab 
open before coming to class.

Preparation:
● Complete Lesson 1: Asking Questions About Animal Behavior
● Choose which animal behavior clips to show (tailor to student audience/location)
● Make copies of the google sheets and replace links in the slides
● Skip slides that correspond to optional parts of the lesson that you do not plan on covering

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17WvQ4HHi5Unrn73ughIIxMDuWo6kzD3zZTgI0Q1fy9Y/edit?usp=sharing


Teacher Notes
CONTEXT:

This lesson is designed to show one way scientists measure and quantify animal 
behavior: by creating an ethogram. We start by showing data about how humans 
spend their time (human ethogram). This builds on lesson 1 because the data in 
an ethogram can be used to answer scientific questions posed about behavior. 
This lesson also incorporates math concepts such as proportions, percentages, 
and graphing (teachers can build on this to include additional math concepts).

Just like lesson 1, the videos embedded in these slides can be substituted with 
other videos to suit your class and your students’ interests. For the portion where 
students build their own ethogram, we chose the elephant clip because it’s easy to 
see what the animal is doing and shows it doing a variety of behaviors.



Teacher Notes
RATIONALE:

Collecting data allows us to answer scientific questions that we have about animal 
behavior and test hypotheses about behavior. Students will learn how to make an 
ethogram and collect quantitative data about animal behavior. The lesson 
incorporates NGSS science and engineering practices such as

● Analyzing and interpreting data
● Using mathematics and computational thinking

The data students collect in an ethogram can also be the basis for

● Engaging in argument from evidence (e.g., using data as evidence to answer a 
question about behavior)



Teacher Notes
INSTRUCTIONS:

See the lesson plan for an outline of the lesson and detailed instructions.

Grey slides throughout the presentation provide additional notes to the teacher on 
each section.

Make copies of the Google sheets for your class and replace the links in the 
slides.

Tailor the questions and activities in this lesson to suit your students. You can 
make the math harder or simpler as needed (e.g., have student create a bar graph 
showing the number of times the animal did each behavior instead of calculating 
the proportions/percent of time spent on each behavior).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qS-ZwV4YQkgyltgfI-SONYv2OmZwmM_7A9XsywRwWKs/edit?usp=sharing


Learning Outcomes - Extended

1. Explain what an ethogram is and what information it provides
2. Construct an ethogram and use it to collect data on behavior
3. Graph data from an ethogram

● Calculate the proportion of time spent doing different behaviors 
and create a bar graph to show those results

4. Use data to answer a scientific question about animal behavior
● Examine patterns such as seasonal changes in behavior, or 

age/sex and behavior



Learning Outcomes

1. Explain what an ethogram is and what information it provides
2. Construct an ethogram and use it to collect data on behavior
3. Graph data from an ethogram
4. Use data to answer a scientific

question about animal behavior

Photo source



What did we learn last time?

One of the ways we can study and answer questions about animal behavior is by observing 
how they spend time and constructing ethograms! 

1. The importance of observing animal behavior 

2. Understanding the 4 categories of animal 
behavior: cause, development, function, and 
history 

3. How to ask a scientific question about animal 
behavior



What’s an ethogram?
Ethogram: a list of typical behaviors performed by an animal.

Once we have an ethogram, we can collect data on when and 
how often the animal does different behaviors:



How do you spend your time?

Link to Human Behavior Activity google sheet (make a copy and replace the link)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1YKvyNwJdC6wxNWrodIKDH8ANCuR3PP9E_p4-vO2zbnQ/edit?usp=sharing


The Data

From the US Bureau of Labor Stats Time Use 2019



Q: Do Age Groups Make A Difference?

A: Yes!



How does an elephant spend 
its time?

Next, you will make your own ethogram for 
an elephant and use it to help answer a 
question . . . 

Do elephants in captivity (a zoo) 
behave differently than elephants in 
the wild?

Why do we care? Changes in behavior can 
often indicate stress, and animals’ 
behaviors in captivity can help us design 
more natural zoo environments

This baby elephant lives in captivity. 
Researcher Amanda Puitiza studies 

how the environments of captive 
elephants affect their behavior and 

how animals solve problems. 
Photo Credit: Amanda Puitiza



Let’s make our own ethogram! 
● While watching the video, write 

down ALL of the behaviors that 
you see the elephant doing. 

● Remember that we are only 
watching the ONE elephant in the 
center and forefront of the video.

● [Video Source] Zoos Victoria: 
Elephants at the Melbourne Zoo

Photo Credit: Amanda Puitiza

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWLRigQ4oYw


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWLRigQ4oYw&t=4200


What behaviors did you see the elephant do?

Photo source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/andrewpescod/272080926


Teacher Notes
ELEPHANT ETHOGRAM:

● Have your students watch the video clip as many times as you would like and 
have them notice more behaviors (e.g., did your students note how the 
elephant swings its leg and moves its ears and tail?)

● You can also show a longer portion of the video if you would like [link to full 
video]

● Additional context (students might ask about these things):
○ In the wild, elephants perform many ear, trunk, tail, and leg movements to communicate with 

others in their herd, and a female may swing her foot to show the direction she will travel next.
○ In captivity, leg swinging might be a repetitive behavior or a sign of boredom.
○ Elephant ear movements are also important in social communication.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWLRigQ4oYw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWLRigQ4oYw


Setting up our ethogram
Open up the Elephant Ethogram Template and fill in the following info: 

1. Top portion: general information

2. Use the list of behaviors created by the class to fill in your behavior categories
a. Some behaviors may include: eating/drinking, sleeping, trunk movements, social behavior, 

walking, standing still, etc.
b. You can choose how specific to be about each behavior

Now, let’s count the number of times the elephant does each behavior using your 
prepped ethogram!

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17WvQ4HHi5Unrn73ughIIxMDuWo6kzD3zZTgI0Q1fy9Y/edit?usp=sharing


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWLRigQ4oYw&t=4200


Let’s do the math!
Using your own observations

1. Calculate the percent of 
time spent on each 
behavior

Hint: Percent of time spent 
on behavior = (# of times 
behavior was recorded) / 
(total # of data points) x 
100

2. Graph your results



Teacher Notes

OPTIONAL STOPPING  POINT

● You can stop here, either before or after having students calculate proportions 
and graph their results for the elephant behavior, or you can continue on to 
the rest of the lesson.

● If you choose to stop here, skip to the lesson Wrap-Up (last slide).
● You may also choose to have students work on the math and graphing portion 

for homework.



Different observers can lead to different results
● We may all have different numbers 

and graphs, but that’s okay!

● Observations recorded by different 
people can be different even for the 
same video, animal, and time. How 
do we deal with these differences?

● One way is to calculate the 
average of a bunch of different 
observations Photo Source

https://pixabay.com/photos/zebras-heads-stripes-striped-927272/


Interpreting your data 
● What behaviors did the elephant do the most?

● What behaviors did the elephant do the least?

● Did you notice any patterns? 
○ Did the elephant do behaviors in a specific order?

○ Did the elephant face any specific direction when doing a certain behavior?

○ Are different behaviors done when alone vs. around other animals?
■ In the clip we watched, there was always another elephant nearby, but 

this is not always the case!

Photo Source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/godutchbaby/3944370409


Let’s go back to our question:
Do elephants in captivity (a zoo) behave differently than 
elephants in the wild? 

● Similar to what you just did, researchers collected behavioral 
data for elephants in the wild and in zoos.

● Focused on one specific behavior: tool use

● Captive elephants showed 21 different types of tool use 
such as:
○ Ripping up plants to swat away flies
○ Picking up water and spraying it with their trunk (to cool 

themselves off)
○ Throwing objects at birds to chase them away from the 

elephants’ food

Photo Credit: Amanda Puitiza



Do elephants in captivity (a zoo) behave differently than 
elephants in the wild? 

Researchers found . . . 

● Captive African and Asian elephants used tools more often 
than wild African elephants (22.8 or 11.6 times per hour vs. 
1.45 times per hour)

● Over 80% of tool usage was used for body care in both 
captive and wild elephants

● So, how do we answer our question? 
○ Yes, they behave differently since they use tools in 

different ways and at different frequencies.
○ But… Their behavior isn’t completely different. Some 

tool usage types overlapped between groups and both 
wild and captive elephants focused on body care. 

Photo Credit: Amanda Puitiza



Another Ethogram example: Western fence lizard

Photo by Lynn Lockhart [source]

https://pixabay.com/photos/lizard-western-fence-lizard-reptile-5488941/


Western Fence Lizard Behaviors

Data from Schall & Sarni (1987)

These numbers show the 
proportion of time the animal 
spent doing each type of 
behavior. For example, the 
proportion in the first row first 
column is 0.937, which 
means lizards spent 93.7% of 
their time (almost the whole 
day) not moving!



Western Fence Lizard Behaviors



What kinds of questions can we answer using 
ethogram data?
Using the Western Fence Lizard data, we can ask:

1. Do male and female lizards spend the same or different amounts of time 
doing certain behaviors?

2. Do juvenile (young) and adult lizards spend the same or different amounts 
of time doing certain behaviors?

If we observed lizard behavior over multiple seasons, another question we could 
ask is:

3. Do animals change their behavior throughout the year?



What kinds of questions can we answer using 
ethogram data?
Using the western fence lizard ethogram, we can ask:

1. Do male and female lizards spend the same or different amounts of time 
doing certain behaviors?

Let’s focus on the behavior 
of head bobbing



In the graph above, compare males (blue and orange) to females 
(grey and yellow bars). What similarities or differences do you 

notice?

Let’s focus on the behavior 
of head bobbing



1. Do male and female lizards spend the same or different amounts of time 
head bobbing?

● Male lizards spent more time head 
bobbing and performing other social 
behaviors than females

● This information gives us a clue about 
the function of these behaviors

Follow-up question: What is the function of 
head bobbing?

Photo source

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Western_Fence_Lizard_Big_Basin_State_Park.jpg


Follow-up question: What is the function of head bobbing?

Since males spend more time head bobbing 
than females, one possible answer is:

● The function of head bobbing is 
something specific to male lizards

Research has shown that the function of 
head bobbing is:

1. To warn other lizards away from the 
male lizard’s home area

2. To attract the attention of female lizards 
to mate with [source]

Photo source

https://animaldiversity.org/accounts/Sceloporus_undulatus/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Western_Fence_Lizard_Big_Basin_State_Park.jpg


Optional video: more info about Western Fence Lizards

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSUXkaAv-X8


Wrap-Up
● Ethograms are one tool scientists use to study 

behavior.
● Once you have an ethogram, you can collect 

data on how frequently animals perform 
different behaviors and whether behavior 
changes according to the animal’s sex, age, or 
other factors.

● You can create an ethogram for any type of 
animal—from elephants, to insects, to fish, and 
even humans!

● There are many other ways to study behavior, 
such as experiments (e.g., give an animal a 
task or a challenge and see how it responds).

Humuhumunukunukuapua'a, the state fish of 
Hawai’i. Like other animals, fish display many 
different behaviors such as chasing, feeding, 

swimming, hiding, mating, and others. Photo by 
Bernard Spragg [source]

https://www.flickr.com/photos/volvob12b/11111536093

